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Introduction

This paper briefly reviews some of the outstanding difficulties of the reformed
Chilean pension system, related to the obligations imposed by the reform on the
government budget, the incomplete population coverage, the high operational costs
and management fees, the level and volatility of the rates of return of the pension
funds and those obtained by the individual workers. 1 Some reference is also made to
current executive and legislative initiatives to confront some of these problems.
Before proceeding to the sections where each one of these problems are
discussed, a brief description of the Chilean pension system is in order. The year
1924 marked the establishment of the legal basis of the system, a time at which
various laws created social security institutions for wage earners, salaried
employees and civil servants. The ascription to the system extended very rapidly; ten
years after its inception it had surpassed one-half of the labor force and, as we will
in following sections, it kept expanding throughout most of the century. The original
concept was to pre-fund the system, but the erosion of the reserve funds and the
rapid expansion of benefits lead, by 1952, to the institution of pay-as-you-go as the
main financing mechanism, a historical experience in this regard not too different
from that of Argentina, and some European countries, like Italy (Franco, 2001).
Throughout the 1960s and 1970s, the labor force and population coverage
continued to expand but the system increased in complexity as different regimes
were allowed to develop in a stratified and differentiated fashion, all of which was
widely perceived to constitute serious problems needing remedial action. In this
regard, the evolution was not much unlike that of the other social security “pioneer”
countries in the Latin American region (Uruguay, Argentina, Cuba and Brazil). Some
progress was made toward standardizing benefits and eligibility conditions, but the
major and most radical reform was put in place by the military government in 1981.
This reform redefined the orientation and structure of the system, substituting the
existing unfunded, defined benefit schemes by an individual fully funded, defined
contribution plan, with private management of pension savings accounts. The
reform stipulated competition among specialized pension fund administration (PFA)
firms, which must provide minimum (guaranteed) rates of return on investments.
The state guarantees minimum and welfare pensions, and is responsible for the
supervision of the system. PFAs collect the worker’s contributions, fixed to be 10%
of earnings, and charge a management fee, in part as a fixed monthly amount, part
as a percent of labour earnings. There are two basic benefit options: a standard (or a
“deferred”) annuity, and a gradual (“programmed”) withdrawal of the accumulated
funds, which are contracted with private suppliers (insurance companies and PFAs,
respectively).
The Chilean reform is generally credited for helping to the develop the
country’s capital market both directly as an important demand agent, and indirectly
through the inducement of adaptations in the regulatory framework, the
improvement of transparency of financial markets, and even of providing some
moderating influence with regard to the potential for power abuses in the country’s
highly concentrated, “insider” corporate governance system (Agosín and Pastén,
2001). Nonetheless, a number of important problems remain, a selection of which is
presented and discussed next.
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This is a fairly selective discussion. For more comprehensive and detailed reviews, see SAFP

(1997), Planning Ministry of Chile (2000), Ruiz-Tagle (2000), as well as the references given in
this paper on specific topics.
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Transitional Costs and Continued Fiscal Obligations

The definition of mandatory fully funded contributions for all new entrants to
the labor force after the 1981 reform, determined in fact the closure of the preexisting pay-as-you-go (PAYG) system. This termination implies the need to cancel
all the outstanding obligations of the PAYG system owed to the transition
generations of pensioneers and workers. The obligations amount to the flow of
future pensions payable to all those who were already retired at the time of the
reform, plus the compensations for all the contributions made up to 1981 by all
those active at the time of the reform and who decided to switch over the funded
scheme.
In the case of Chile, this implicit pension debt (made explicit by the reform)
has been calculated to be, in present value, of the order of 126% to 130% of GDP
(Bravo and Uthoff, 2000). Figure 1 shows the implicit pension liabilities for a
number of Latin American countries. The Chilean value is relatively high within the
region because the country has a slightly greater than average labor force coverage
and contribution rate, as well as a relatively aged population (currently 10.2% of the
population aged 60 and over, compared with 8.1% for the region as a whole).
[ figure 1 about here ]
As per simplified calculations on the basis of a model by this author and
Andras Uthoff (2000), the cancellation of the unfunded pension debt requires
average fiscal outlays in the range of 2% to 5% of GDP per annum, paid over the
minimum of 40 years needed to end the transition. 2 The actual transition costs have
varied between 3.5% to 7% of GDP since the reform, and have gradually declined
since their early peak in 1984. The most narrowly defined transition fiscal costs
(those strictly associated to the two items indicated at the begining of this section)
will eventually be extinguished, when the last generation of beneficiaries of the preexisting unfunded system dies off. Nonetheless, this obligation has imposed, and
will continue to impose in the near future, a heavy burden to the government budget.
Its payment has been made possible at all by the extraordinarily favourable
macroeconomic conditions in the country over 1985-1997, and a highly disciplined
overall budgetary policy, which has restricted the growth of expenditures and
investment in the social sectors (Uthoff, 1997, ECLAC, 1998). Most other Latin
American countries are not in a similar capacity to confront the transitional costs,
and this has surely been an important reason for most other national reforms to
introduce only partial funding.
This aspect is also quite relevant to more developed countries, which have
more mature pension systems and for more aged populations. For instance, the
Japanese implicit pension liabilities have been estimated in the early 1990s to be in
the order of 145% of GDP (Van der Noord and Herd, 1993), and more recently, of the
order of 90% of GDP (figure provided by Prof. Oshio, during the seminar). Any move
towards increasing funding would have to necessarily confront the feasibility and
management of the consequent increase in the official public debt, the increased
pressure on the fiscal budget, or both.
In the Chilean case, the two main components of this (narrowly defined)
transition cost are the “operational deficit”, produced by the obligations regarding
2

The precise figure depends on a number of variables, the most important of which is the

difference between the rate of growth of wages and the interest (or discount) rate used to
bring past contributions and future pension payments into common present values.
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the pensions in-payment of those who retired under the previous regime, and the
“recognition bond”, given in compensation to all those who were active at the time of
the reform and switched over the new funded regime. Projections prepared at the
Ministry of Finance (see Arenas and Marcel, 1999) indicate that the fiscal deficit
produced by the sum of these two components will fall from the current 3.1% of
GDP to about 2.4% in 2010, and will keep falling until extinction in about 2038,
after almost 60 years since the reform.
Additionally, the fiscal budget will continue to absorb the deficit produced by
the state guarantees of minimum and welfare pensions, which together account for
no less than 0.5% of GDP, as well as the 1.2% of GDP operational deficit of the
pension system of the armed forces and the police, which were exempted from the
overall system reform of the 1980s. These three latter components of the deficit welfare pensions, minimum pensions, armed forces deficit- will persist even beyond
the transition period.
Finally, it should be noted that although the reform was originally supposed
to spur savings, investment and growth, the net direct effect of the pension system
reform on national saving has been estimated to be a net negative value of the order
of –3% of GDP during the 1980s and 1990s, (Arenas and Marcel, 1999, table 5); that
is to say, the total public deficit created by the reform has substantially overriden
the pension fund savings. A general-equilibrium assessment is much more complex
and elusive, however, since it depends on behavioral reactions difficult or impossible
to measure with reasonable certainty.3

3

Declining Coverage

After reaching a peak in the late 1960s and early 1970s, a time by which
almost 80% of the labor force was covered by the old social security system,
coverage started to fall, to a little over 60% of the labor force by the time the 1981
reform was put in place. Since, the standard statistical series of coverage (affiliates
as a proportion of the labor force) show some evident inconsistencies 4, and it is
much safer to examine the data on “effective” coverage, i.e., the ratio of actual
contributors of the PFA system to the total labor force, which are displayed in figure
2.
[ figure 2 about here ]
This series, taken from official sources including the PFA Superintendency
web page, part of which is summarized including Arenas (2000), show a gradual
but clear ascending trend over the period 1982-1999, when the PFA effective
coverage increased from 29% to 58% of the labor force. An upward trend is in fact to
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See Schmidt-Hebbel (1998) for an excellent discussion of this topic, that also reports on

regression-based estimates of the differences in saving and growth during 1961-74 (a prereform period) and 1990-97 (a post-reform period). He attributes 10% to 45% of the increase
in saving between these two periods to the pension reform, net of other influences. The
difference with the direct (partial equilibrium) result is due, of course, to the two distinct
ways of posing the question, the number and kinds of assumptions made, as well as the
specific econometric specification used for the calculations.
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persons who affiliate, later stop contributing or even withdraw from the labor force, and are
not taken out of the affiliation records.
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be expected because all new entrants to the labor force can contribute only in the
reformed PFA system.
But the increasing trend was interrupted after the international (“Asian”)
crisis of 1997, which had almost immediate and strong effects on the Chilean
economy. Aggregate growth slowed down, employment rates started to fall as well as
effective contribution in the pension system: the effective coverage fell to 54% in
1998, was 55% in 1999, and dropped sharply again to a low of 46% at the end of
2000, below the effective coverage of 1988. But not all of the problem of incomplete
coverage can be explained by short-term economic cycles or fluctuations:
throughout the past decade, independent workers have shown extremely low
participation rates in the system (only 4% of them contribute regularly), as opposed
to employees, 68% of which contribute regularly.
Figure 2 also shows the series for the proportion of affiliates that actually
contribute during the given year (ratio of contributors to affiliates), which has
declined almost monotonically since the reform, from figures above 75% of affiliates
actually contributing in the first couple of years of the 1980s to a little over 40% in
2000. The stagnation or reduction in effective coverage and contribution is a
worrying trend not only for individuals, who will reduce the accumulation of their
pension savings, but also for the government obligations that are expected to
increase both in the short and the medium term, as a greater proportion of workers
will require the State guarantee for minimum or welfare pensions. More
fundamentally, if the coverage and contribution to the system worsens and stays
substantially below the universal ideal, the system is not fulfilling one of its most
elementary objectives.
Recent proposals to stimulate greater participation and compliance in the
system are manifold (Arenas de Mesa, 2000; Ruiz-Tagle, 2000), since it is in fact a
multi-dimensional problem:
1. To make the contribution of independent workers (which comprise about 27% of
the worforce, but only 2.4% of the contributors) mandatory, and to provide them
with adequate incentives, at least equivalent to those of the employees, to make
regular contributions. Among these incentives are the possibility to gain access
to health and other publicly-financed benefits, such as family allowances, and to
allow them to deduct their contributions from the their tax base.
2. Allow low-income workers, particularly those that hold seasonal or otherwise
temporary employment, to improve the value of the state-financed welfare“assistance” pension in proportion to the years of contribution after the 10th year
of contribution. Currently, the law only provides for a state guaranteed
minimum pension to those that contribute for at least 240 months, which many
temporary workers are not able to complete.
3. To stimulate a greater participation of women in the system, which constitute a
growing proportion of the labor force, by equalizing the age at retirement with
that of men, the use of a single life table for men and women for the calculation
of pension annuities (currently, sex-differentiated life tables are used, which
produce lower female pensions, cæteris paribus), and to devise less stringent
requirements to obtain a minimum pension by making special allowances for the
time spent in child rearing.

4

Will the High Management Fees Fall?

One of the main justifications for the change of regime in the Chilean
pension reform was that the private management of the pension funds, by
introducing competition, it would also produce a drastic increase in efficiency which
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would be reflected in low operational costs, judged to be too onerous in the statemanaged system. But, at the end of the first decade since the reform (by 1990), the
“management fees” charged by the private PFAs still averaged 3.15% of labor
earnings, which represented 31.5% of the mass of contributions payed into the
pension fund (the contribution rate has remained at 10% of earnings ever since
1981). This high cost fell slightly to about 27% of contributions in 1998, and has
remained near that level over the last couple of years.
A more refined measure of the cost of management of the individual accounts
(and a more generous one for the evaluation of total costs) subtracts that part of the
fee received by the PFAs that goes to finance a survivor’s and disability insurance, of
the order of 0.6% of earnings. This brings the 1990 and 1998 figures, respectively,
to 25% and 21% of contributions, which are still fairly high by historical or
international standards. 5 Recent estimates of total administration costs, measured
by the annual dollar value, corrected by purchasing power parity, suggest that Chile
is among the highest cost countries in Latin America; the charges are almost twice
than in Mexico, and they are four times or more than that of Australia (Valdés-Prieto,
1999, table 2). Considering that the administrative expenditures of the previous
unfunded system in Chile were of the order of 5% of contributions, the current
management cost of the private system appears to be about three times more
onerous.
Young workers or, in general, those that have interrupted or otherwise short
contribution histories, pay higher management fees than average, when these are
computed, as is customary in other types of financial investments, as a proportion
of their accumulated funds. For workers that have contributed for less than 15
years, the management fees are above 4% of their fund, and are much higher for
shorter contribution periods.
According to a recent study on this matter (Mastrángelo, 1999), the causes
for the resistance of management fees to fall in the face of apparent open
competition are manifold, including the unflexible structure of fees and the low
price-elasticity of demand for the service, which leads to an undue increases in
commercial expenditures and prices. At a very basic level, it is evident that the
mandatory nature of contributions coupled with an undifferentiated product (the
composition of the portfolios is very uniform across PFAs) provides very little margin
to exercise free competition, and to lead to efficiency gains and price reductions. To
the contrary, as one expert puts it, in the Chilean context “the competition for
clients tends to increase prices of the service rather than to reduce them”
(Mastrángelo, 1999, p. 53). 6
Thus, the current proposals to reduce the high management fees consider: a)
price controls, 7 as is done in the case of charges for “public utility” services subject
to strong economies of scale, such as water or electricity; and b) stimulate true
5
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which are much more recent, have higher fees as a proportion of monthly contributions.
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This problem is not peculiar to the Chilean system; as was already noted in footnote 3, the

funded schemes of Argentina and Peru charge even higher fees, and the problem is also
present in Uruguay, Mexico and Colombia, although in a lesser magnitude. The lowest costs
are those of the reformed Bolivian system, of only 4.2% of contributions.
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This type of measure seems broadly in line with the stipulations of the new British

Stakeholder plan, which sets a maximum charge of 1% of the fund per annum (Ball, 2001, p.
11).
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competition by liberalizing the price-fixing mechanisms, including the possibility to
negotiate discounts for permanence in a given PFA or, more simply and perhaps
more effectively, to allow PFAs to compete on the basis of fees proportional to the
funds in the individual accounts. It is not clear yet which of these approaches will
be followed by the government authorities, neither their final consequences for costs
and fees, but it is quite evident that this is an area were remedial actions are long
overdue. Some complementary measures to reduce the current high costs (charges)
of the contracts of pension annuities in the insurance market have been recently
approved in the House of Representatives, and have passed onto the Senate for
ratification (SAFP, January 2001). This new project establishes easier access on the
part of prospective retirees to information and to cheaper “auction” benefit offers
from insurance companies, which are estimated to produce increases in net
pensions of no less than 6%.

5

Volatility of the Rates of Return

The pension funds at the end of 2000 had reached about 36 billion U.S. dollars,
equivalent to one half of the yearly GDP. It is important to distinguish several
concepts and measures of the gains from the investment of the pension funds: a) the
annual aggregate rates of return of the invested funds, b) the average rate of return
obtained by the workers as a group net of management fees and c) the net rate of
return obtained by specific cohorts or subgroups of workers.
a) The aggregate (gross) real rates of return of the fund have varied considerably
over the years (see figure 3): They were extraordinarily high (between 12% and
29%) during the first few years after the 1981 reform, fell to 3.6% in 1984,
recovered well for the following two years, and remained positive, though
fluctuating amply (within the range of 4% to 30%) until 1994.
[ figuere 3 about here ]
b)

After the negative return of –2.5% in 1995, which recovered modestly to positive
values in the next couple of years, another negative –1.1% was recorded in 1998.
The 1999 global rate of return was an impressive 16.3%, but that of 2000, only
4.4%. Given this trajectory, prospects for the future rate of return remain
uncertain, in particular regarding the possibility that the much publicized
historical average of 10.9% could be maintained in the future. Some analysts
expect a medium to long term rate of return of the fund somewhat greater than
the average return on international financial investments, given the relatively
high yields on investments in the Chilean economy. According to this view, the
medium-term annualized rate of return should continue to surpass, for example,
that of internationally diversified pension funds. One such fund is that of the
United Nations pension system, which over a 40-year period has averaged 4.6%
per annum; Thompson (2000) reports rates of return of mixed portfolios during
1953-1994 of 5.6% in the U.S. and 6.3% in Germany. Other observers point to
the vulnerability of the Chilean economy in general and in its relatively small
capital market in particular, to project a rate of return no greater on average
than internationally diversified funds. The average historical experience so far, in
spite of sharp short-term fluctuations, is more consistent with the first
standpoint, but the second view has some good arguments, and is supported
empirically by a somewhat declining average time trend in the rates of return.
In this regard, one controversial area of policy discussion in recent years has
been the extent to which the pension funds should be allowed and stimulated to
invest in foreign financial instruments. Those who support a greater
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international openness argue that it will help to increase aggregate returns and,
by improving diversification, to move forward in the risk- return frontier. Those
who oppose it, see the danger of wide swings in the international capital flows,
with its consequent negative effects on macroeconomic stability, as well as a less
reliable source to finance badly credit-constrained domestic investment projects
(Ffrench-Davis, 2000).
Currently, although the law permits up to a (theoretical) maximum of 20% of the
funds to be invested in foreign countries, the Central Bank has set a 16% limit,
with a maximum of 10% in variable-yield instruments. By the end of 2000, the
foreign investments of the pension funds were of the order of US$ 4 billion,
which accounted for 11.3% of the total fund, thus well below the limit. The
government has put forward a law proposal to increase the maximum to 35% of
the fund, a measure strongly supported by the PFA enterpreneurs, although the
“practical” (i.e., binding) ceiling would still be set in a discretionary way by the
Central Bank (Ruiz-Tagle, 2000).
c) Since, as we saw in previous sections, management fees are very high, the
(gross) rates of return of the fund investments do not have an immediate and
one-to-one relationship with the individual’s saving accumulation. Individuals
are more directly interested in the net return they obtain from their participation
in the system, i.e., in the rate of return net of the costs involved, which is what
determines the growth in their pension wealth and the future value of their
pensions. Consequently, both the Pension Funds Superintendency as well as
independent research centers have been calculating and publishing series of the
rate of return of the individual accounts, which are substantially lower than the
“gross” (or unadjusted) series. While the unadjusted average rate of return of the
fund over 1982-1997 was almost 11.7%, the Superintendency’s estimate of the
rate of return on individual accounts is about 7.6%. The estimate of independent
research centers puts it at about 4.9% in one case (see Riesco and Parra, 1998)
and at 5.1% in another (CB Capitales, 1999), using slightly different
methodologies. The latter source reports substantial negative lifetime net rates of
return for those whose entered the labor force (and started contributing) during
the 1990s.
d)

Systematically, the net rate of return obtained by lower income workers is lower
than that obtained by higher-income workers, because the costs for this latter
group are proportionately smaller than those of the lower income workers.

Put together, this evidence highlights the need to take effective action on the
management fees, which have been consuming an undue share of the worker’s
contributions and are producing low or negative net rates of return, specially to lowincome workers and, in general, to those with short contribution histories. Progress
in resolving this problem is also important because of its interrelation with others:
to the extent that charges fall and net returns increase, the incentives to participate
and to contribute regularly should be enhanced, which would contribute to increase
the proportion of individuals with savings sufficient to finance above-minimum
pensions. In addition to the contribution to these objectives, the improvement of all
these aspects would help to alleviate the weight of the pension obligations in the
fiscal budget.

6

Conclusion

The twenty years since the 1981 Chilean pension system reform have
witnessed a fast accumulation of the pension funds, which now amount to 36 billion
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U.S. dollars, equivalent to one-half of GDP. Initially, growing labor force coverage of
the new funded scheme was also verified. This expansion was helped by the
introduction of adaptations to the regulation on capital markets, by a relatively
stable macroeconomy, and low unemployment during most of these two decades.
However, several important problems persist with the operation of the reformed
system, four of which are briefly discussed in this paper.
First, the payment of the transition costs, which arise when switching toward
full funding, has imposed a heavy burden on the fiscal budget, on taxpayers who
have had to finance them, and on the population at large, who has seen the social
expenditures restrained by these government obligations. Some of these, specially
those related to the state guaranteed minimum and welfare pensions, will persist
well beyond the transition period. Second, the reversion of the increasing trend in
the population coverage after 1997. This phenomenon is partly related to the
macroeconomic restrictions after that year, but also reflects structural problems of
low coverage and compliance of low-income and temporary workers, and women,
which are the groups toward which current government proposals are aiming.
Third, since its inception the privately-managed funded scheme has had very
high operational costs, reflected in the management fees that the fund managers
charge to workers. Although they have fallen slightly from the first to the second
decade of operation, they still amount to more than 20% of the worker’s
contributions. Other Latin American countries which have introduced funding as
part of their reforms are also experiencing these problems, to a greater or lesser
extent. Various policy measures in this regard are under discussion and
consideration by the authorities. Fourth, rates of return on the fund investments
were initially high and positive, but have fluctuated sharply throughout the period
and have, over the last 6 years, shown both positive and negative values. The
average rate of return for the entire 20-year period appears impressive (10.9%
annually), but the high management fees have meant significantly lower rates of
return to the individual workers, which have been estimated to be near 5% by
independent research centers. These net rates of return are even lower for lowincome workers and more generally, for those who have short contribution histories.
Those who started contributing during the 1990s have experienced negative net
rates of return. Several measures are currently under study to reduce fees, and the
implementation of complementary legislation regarding the costs of pension
annuities, which are also extraordinarily high, is already under way.
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Figure 1 Implicit Pension Liability in Latin America
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Figure 2 Evolution of effective coverage in the Chilean private system
(1981 - 2000)
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Figure 3 R ates of return of the Chilean pension system
1981-2000
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